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Abstract
Learning English pronunciation necessitates a deep understanding of the prosodic features such as intonation. The present study reports the effective use of BetterAccent Tutor and Praat programs for the learning of English intonation with an experimental and a control group that involves nine students during a third semester phonetics course, at the Department of English, University of Guelma, Algeria. The research aims at investigating the usability of audio-visual feedback paradigm to learn prosody by Algerian students in order to enhance their English intonation renditions. The experimental method enabled generating, measuring and analyzing intonation contours, pitch and intensity of English wh-questions and tag-questions. The results revealed that the audio-visualization technology support helped the students to identify the errors and to understand the functionality of acoustic features they produce regarding intonation patterns.
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Introduction

Research in applied linguistics and second language (L2) acquisition demonstrates that pronunciation instruction has been marginalized compared to morphology and syntax growing body of literature (Derwing & Munro, 2005). The secondary position given to pronunciation has urged researchers to implement new methods with the advent of speech technologies that are accessible and up-to-date. Computer-aided pronunciation tools are integrated into second language classroom in higher education to serve as the medium to display and analyze the segmental and prosodic features of English language. Concerns raised about the difficulties that users may encounter in interpreting and understanding the visual display of speech urge experts to examine pronunciation software interface.

1. Literature Review

1.1 English vs Algerian Arabic Intonational Systems

L2 learners’ failure or success in acquiring the target language segmentals and prosodic features is due to the learners’ dialectal background (Odisho 2005, p. 66). English and Algerian Arabic (Darija) phonetic inventory systems share similarities as well as differences. Intonation in English and Algerian Arabic is dependent on pitch levels that are ranged from low and mid to high. Native speakers may mishear an utterance when L2 learners not only mispronounce sounds but also use improper pitch patterns.

Different pitch levels depict several intentions. For instance, interjections, statements, wh-questions and commands in English are produced with a falling contour (Odisho, 2005). Algerian Arabic shows similar intonational patterns of the mentioned structures (Benrabah, 1987, p. 81) as displayed in the following examples:

\[ /\text{ki}ˈ\text{bnina}/ \text{ (How tasty!)} \]
\[ /\text{mʃīl}ˈ\text{baːɾf}/ \text{ (I went yesterday)} \]
\[ /\text{jhalx}ˈ\text{ḥo stu}/ \text{ (How did you pay for it?)} \]
\[ /\text{balaʃəl}ˈ\text{baː}/ \text{ (Close the door)} \]

English and Algerian Arabic yes/no questions, requests and listing items are characterized with a rising contour (Odisho, 2005; Benrabah, 1987, p. 81). For example:

\[ /\text{təmi}ˈ\text{mʃaː ja}/ \text{ (Do you want to go with me)} \]
\[ /\text{frinalba}ˈ\text{taːtala}ˈ\text{snəbwaʃˈfina}/ \text{ (We bought potatoes, grapes, and oranges)} \]
\[ /\text{ki}ˈ\text{ʃafəni}ˈ\text{iʃəɾbat}/ \text{ (When she saw me she ran away)} \]

Pitch patterns in Algerian Arabic and English may serve various functions with some language structures; also, the falling pitch in Algerian Arabic does not reach a low level as in English. Pitch changes in English may occur on a single vowel or a group of vowels; however, in Algerian Arabic the movements of pitch fall on a vowel at some point in time and a sudden or unexpected change in pitch may occur in the next vowels. These differences may lead to deficiencies in mastering English intonation patterns and may result in accented speech and misunderstanding of Algerian learners’ intent by native speakers of English.

Intonation comprises linguistic and phonetic components in which the former deals with the pragmatic and phonological explanation of phonetics features and how speakers and listeners
employ various intonational patterns to interact in a communicative setting, and the latter with intonation acoustic, perceptual and physiological patterns (‘t Hart et al., 1990). Intonation patterns serve different paralinguistic and linguistic functions in which the former expresses attitudinal and emotional nuances (Bolinger, 1986) while the latter indicates sentence types (Celce-Murcia et al., 1996). Thus, the present study focuses on the linguistic functions of intonation contours related to specific types of sentences: wh-questions and tag-questions.

1.2 Visualization Technology of Intonation
The growing interest in computerized learning dates back to the 1970s and it focuses on the analysis of speech patterns, using different commercialized acoustic phonetics software and hardware. Advances in speech technologies make it possible to share and implement better ways to learn and teach the prosodic feature of intonation. Computer Assisted Language Learning software (CALL) allows speech to be visualized and graphically represented by demonstrating pitch contours and sounds waveforms. The innovation of the early software Visi-Pitch by Kay Elemetrics (1986) provided visual display and analysis of native and non-native speakers’ productions (de Bot, 1983). In light of this, the prosodic features and intonation contours in particular have been the center of interest of many researchers (Anderson-Hsieh, 1992, 1994; Chun, 1989, 1998, 2002; Molholt, 1988), in which L2 learners combining auditory and visual tools achieved better results than depending only on auditory input (de Bot, 1983).

Investigating the use of visual feedback paradigm of intonation contours took place mainly in laboratories settings (de Bot, 1983) and it was directed to advanced foreign learners of phonetics-centered course (Lord, 2010). Predominant concerns were raised about implementing visual feedback model in L2 classroom to elementary level learners who are at the level of developing their language skills. Some researchers claimed that speech analysis technologies are better used by trained instructors and these devices are too advanced for students and may not suit their needs (Derwing, 2010; Setter & Jenkins, 2005; Wang and Munro, 2004). Also, the students who have limited competence in using signal analysis software may not interpret intuitively spectrograms unlike the visual display of some forms of intonation contours (Chun, 1998; Hardison, 2004). In his study based on a questionnaire to students in a third semester Spanish course to evaluate their perception of intonation contours using Praat software, Olson (2014) reported that visual feedback paradigm was beneficial to conceptualize pronunciation features in L2 classroom.

1.3 User Interface
User Interface (UI) stands for the interaction between computer program and user. It is the visual part that displays information on the computer screen. The design of UI depends on three rules (Bahrami, 2012): (1) the user is placed in control; (2) the user’s memory load is reduced; and (3) the interface is to be consistent. The process of User Interface Design (UID) involves four basic activities (Pressman, 2009): (1) interface design; (2) implementation; (3) interface validation; and (4) user, task and environment analysis.

The software application failure or success is related to UID. Designers have to take into consideration users’ gender, age, personality traits, motivation and educational level, and ethnical and cultural background because the UI may not be applicable by all computer users but it may be intended for specific learners (Shneiderman, 1997). Learners’ affective factors that
influence the teaching and learning process may affect the use of UI such as the pedagogical stimuli that involve coercion, requirement and motivation (Mehrdad, 2007). It is frustrating to the learner when s/he experiences difficulty in using the software especially when his/her mistakes are not overcome; the learner is more likely to dislike the program regardless of the functions offered by the application; thus the interface has to be accessible to the learner (Pressman, 2009).

2. Research Questions

Taking into consideration the necessity for systematic pronunciation methods and the applicability of visual feedback paradigm in enhancing prosodic features production, the paper addresses three research questions:

(1) Does audio-visual feedback help Algerian learners to improve English intonation production in the classroom?

(2) Do similarities and differences between English and Algerian Arabic influence the rendition of English intonational patterns?

(3) Which software user interface suits the needs of Algerian students?

3. Experimental Study

3.1 Methodological approach

The answer to the above research questions requires the exposure of the experimental group to audio-visual feedback provided by BetterAccent Tutor software while the control group listened only to audio files of the same recordings produced by native speakers of American English. The materials employed in this study were a set of three wh-questions and tag-questions that were taken from BetterAccent Tutor curriculum (see Appendix). The collected data are analyzed also with Praat visual technology support in which pitch contours, duration and intensity of the produced questions are displayed on the screen.

3.2 Systems Description: BetterAccent Tutor 2.0 Program and Praat

BetterAccent Tutor software is designed to help learners improve their American English pronunciation with primary focus on the prosodic features: intonation, stress and rhythm. The software application enables interaction between the learner and the Tutor, in which the user selects language structures from the available comprehensible curriculum that involves respectively: Word Stress, Simple Statements, Wh-Questions, General Questions, Repeated Questions, Alternative Questions, Tag Questions, Commands, Exclamations, Direct Address, Series of Items, Long Phrases and Tongue Twisters. The software UI permits the learner to listen to the audio recording of the native speaker’s rendition of the selected item and to record his/her pronunciation. The software provides the learner with an audio-visual feedback and analysis of the learner produced stress, intonational and rhythmic patterns. The explanation box allows the learner to compare his/her performance with the one of the native speaker and correct it after many trials.

Praat is a speech visualization program that can be freely downloaded from the internet and installed on the computer. It was elaborated by Boersma and Weenink (2008) at the Department of Phonetics, University of Amsterdam. The program is constantly updated and it comprises acoustic features as pitch contours, spectrogram analysis, intensity analysis, formant
analysis and many other functions. It can measure maximum, average and minimum pitch levels that indicate intonation contours; in addition, the spectrogram represents in colors both the frequency and intensity in which the latter demonstrates stress placement in sequence of speech.

3.2 Participants
Two groups were drawn from second year students in the third semester taking an intermediate level phonetics course in which the students learn for the first time the acoustic characteristics of English prosodic features, mainly intonation. Five students in the experimental group received audio-visual feedback provided by BetterAccent Tutor and Praat, while four students in the control group listened only to audio-recordings.

3.3 The Task
The instructor invited the participants to record the productions of *wh-questions* and *tag-questions* during the pre-test phase (session 1), then after listening to the sample exercise in the test phase (session 2) and finally during the post-test phase after many trials (session 3). The control group recorded their renditions using the *record mono sound* function of Praat and the instant recording and analysis of data was avoided to give more credibility to the research. The experimental group used the researcher’s computer to have access to BetterAccent Tutor and Praat programs in order to listen and visualize the native speaker’s pronunciation, and to record and visualize their productions. The native speakers who participated in this study were 4, in addition to the model speaker on BetterAccent Tutor.

3.4 Procedure
The control and experimental groups were given equivalent amount of time for the productions of *wh-questions* and *tag-questions*. Both groups spent 180 minutes in one week organized in three sessions, in order to complete the experiment activities. Throughout the experiment phases, both groups did not receive from the instructor any verbal corrective feedback or clarification regarding the target prosodic patterns.

**Pre-test recording Phase:** the participants recorded in isolation the selected items prior to the class session.

**Re-recording and Practising Phase:** the instructor asked the participants of both groups to re-record the target questions. Unlike the control group, the experimental group participants were encouraged to visualize, compare and analyze their own productions and the native speaker’s renditions of the intonational compositions.

**Post-test re-recording Phase:** the participants were required to submit the final recordings after many trials in the last session.

3.5 Measuring Techniques
The investigators collected the minimum and maximum pitch of the target questions (6 in total) in order to calculate the mean pitch (in Hertz or Hz) and average intensity (in decibels or db) of these values of Algerian non-native students and native speakers of English and experimental group vs control group, with the use of Praat program.
4. Findings

(i) Wh-questions

Wh-questions are characterized with a falling intonation (Celce-murcia et al., 1996). The participants read a set of questions that were taken from BetterAccent Tutor (see Appendix). The following is an example of a wh-question produced by a native speaker of American English and an Algerian participant and examined with BetterAcent Tutor (Figure 1).

Example: What’s this?

![Figure 1. Wh-question Pitch Contour Productions of Native Speaker vs Algerian Non-native Speaker of English on BetterAccent Tutor Program](image)

The results demonstrate that English wh-questions end with a falling tone that requests more information and the center of intonation contour differs depending on the more prominent word in the string of speech. In Algerian Arabic, falling tone is associated with wh-questions (Benrabah, 1987); however, the majority of Algerian learners speaking English tend to place the pitch contour on the interrogative word that is pronounced with a rising tone regardless of where the center of intonation pattern is Figure 2.
The main difference between native speakers and Algerian learners’ productions of English *wh*-questions is the mean pitch. The average pitch of English native speakers is 132 Hz that contrasts with 138 Hz of the standard pitch contour of Algerian participants. Employing rising pitch instead of falling pitch expresses confirmation rather than genuine question. The results are displayed in table 1.

**Table 1. Wh-questions Mean Pitch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Mean Pitch (Hz)</th>
<th>Intensity Average (db)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Native Speakers</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algerian non-native speakers</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental and control groups achieved quite similar results regarding the production of *wh*-questions during the pre-test stage. However, there is a significant difference of experimental group *wh*-questions mean pitch in test and post-test phases, in contrast to the control group that were quite equivalent during the three sessions as shown in figure 3.
(ii) Tag-questions

Tag-questions are typically used in English to clarify information or expect confirmation (Celce-murcia et al., 1996), and they are characterized with a falling pitch final contour. Also, tag-questions can be pronounced with a rising pitch when asking for information giving the sense of yes/no questions (see figure 4). The following examples illustrate the two types of pitch contours associated with tag-questions.

**Falling Pitch**

It isn’t bad, is it? (Expectation of ‘yes’)

**Rising Pitch**

It isn’t bad, isn’t it? (No Expectation)
Figure 4. Tag-questions Pitch Contour (Expectation of Yes/ No Expectations) of Native Speaker vs Algerian Non-native Speaker of English on BetterAccent Tutor
The results indicate that the majority of Algerian participants performed the English tag-questions with a rising intonation contour. The participants used a rising tone in reading the tag-questions with *expectation of yes* instead of a falling tone giving the sense of yes/no sentences rather than clarification. Furthermore, more than half of the participants ended the tag-questions of *no expectations* with a rising pitch similar to native speakers’ productions (see figure 5).

![Figure 5. Tag-questions (Expectation of Yes/ No Expectations) Pitch Contour of Native Speaker of English vs Algerian Non-native Speaker: Analysis with Praat](image)
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The results show that Algerian participants’ production of tag-questions with expectation of yes reached a high average pitch of 213 Hz compared to American speakers who ended this set of questions with a lower pitch of 186 Hz. Moreover, American subjects’ average pitch of tag-questions with no expectations was 192 Hz which is slightly equivalent to Algerian participants mean pitch of 194 Hz. Similarly, both native speakers and Algerian participants’ intensity average was ranged between 76 db and 77 db, respectively; this is displayed in Table 2.

**Table 2. Tag-questions Mean Pitch**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Mean Pitch (Hz)</th>
<th>Intensity Average (db)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expectation of Yes</td>
<td>No Expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Speakers</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algerian non-native speakers</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observing the average pitch of both experimental and control groups during the pre-test phase demonstrates similar results; however, there was a noticeable progress in the rendition of the tag-questions with expectation of yes by the experimental group (see figure 6).

**Figure 6. Experimental and Control Groups’ Mean Pitch of Tag-questions**

5. Discussion

(i) Algerian Learners’ English Intonational Productions

The combination of visual feedback and auditory feedback helped the experimental group to achieve better results than the control group, in which the latter had access only to auditory feedback. The control group mimicking the native speaker’s model, made use of Listen and Imitate technique, thus, combination of both visual and auditory input is found to be effective to Algerian students.
This study demonstrates the similarities and differences between English and Algerian Arabic with certain types of questions in which learners tend to transfer their native language intonational patterns into English.

(ii) Pedagogical Perspectives on UI of BetterAccent Tutor and Praat

The observation of the students’ use of speech-based technology software helped to assess at pedagogical level the applicability of BetterAccent Tutor and Praat programs. The UI of BetterAccent Tutor is very accessible to the students. The program is found to be limited to compare the participants’ intonational compositions with the target model and the learners’ attempts to match the provided native speaker sample may not always be successful. Two renditions of intonational patterns, even of the same speaker, cannot be equivalent. The program provides the learners with explanation about the type of the intonation contour and which constituent receives the tone in the native speaker’s chart of speech; however, there is no explicit clarification or corrective feedback regarding the participants’ intonational compositions except the visualization of pitch curves. Thus, it is up to the learner to estimate the level of accuracy that is related to matching or non-matching of pitch patterns to those of native speaker’s model. The software does not provide instructions on how to align the two produced pitch contours in order to achieve better results. The learners need to compare their productions not only to the target model but also to other regional varieties and native speakers’ attitudes, that is, explanation of pitch patterns in accordance to particular situations, and to provide the learner with the environment that encourages integration into natural speech contexts. Also, the program does not focus on: phonetic transcription, waveform and articulatory representation, and video or graphical animation.

Praat allowed the experimental group to analyze and synthesize their speech, and it offered knowledge about their data computation, segmentation, manipulation and labelling (Boersma & Weenink, 2015). The produced speech signals are graphically presented, and the spectrum and speech analysis functions of Praat provided the learners with information about features as pitch, intensity, formant, pulses, etc. The participants need to be acknowledged enough concerning the acoustic characteristics of prosody for a better understanding and use of software functionality. The second year phonetics course curriculum is intended to instruct the students about preliminaries regarding the acoustic features at segmental and prosodic levels. Thus, the software is oriented for more advanced level of phonetics and phonological research. The visualization of pitch patterns of longer stretches of speech – discourse – is complicated as the screen window necessitates the instant display of data to be interpreted immediately by the learners. At elementary level, the visualization of intonation contours is helpful, but with longer strings of speech this technique may be difficult to apply at intermediate and advanced stages such as in oral presentations.

Conclusion

The study outcomes are very effective in answering the research questions and the results are found to be compatible with the related literature. The findings assume that visual feedback technologies are not exclusively used in laboratory-based setting but it is possible to test the potential application of these digitalized devices in English language classroom in order to enhance Algerian learners’ pronunciation. The similarities and differences between English and Algerian Arabic prosody allow figuring out the sources behind the mispronunciation of English
intonational patterns. *BetterAccent Tutor* and *Praat* were the tools used to generate the intonational compositions; however, *Praat* proved to be more useful to measure the pitch contours and intensity of intonation. Finally, the present study focused on a limited group of learners, thus, instructors may implement feasible pedagogies and maximize the beneficial use of visual feedback paradigm for large group size in L2 classroom.
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**Appendix**

**English Questions**

1. **Wh-questions:**
   - What’s this?
   - Where did you go?
   - Who is this woman?

2. **Tag-questions**
   - The weather is fine today, isn’t it?
   - It isn’t bad, is it?
   - She has a sister too, hasn’t she?